Accelerate Student Success

by Joining ATD’s National Network

Join the Network of hundreds of colleges that are committed to the hard work of building key institutional capacities to better serve their students and improve student outcomes.

Colleges in the ATD Network achieve and sustain transformational change at multiple levels, based on where they are in their student success work. They benefit from the collective learning of the national ATD Network of institutions and partners and from ATD’s 15 years of experience innovating and anticipating future needs and issues in the face of continual change. Network institutions and their leaders have the unique opportunity to learn from (and with) their peers through exclusive access to network events, summits, and convenings. Colleges in the ATD Network benefit from strategic, customized, sustained support during their participation in the network, and have options to deepen their work through targeted coaching services.

“Achieving the Dream provided the cornerstone for change and helped us identify what our biggest challenges were and really encouraged us to embrace change at scale.”
Building the Foundation for Student Success

Most colleges begin their work with ATD in a three-year intensive experience centered on institutional capacity building and fostering a student-focused culture. ATD’s Institutional Capacity Assessment Tool helps colleges pinpoint strengths and weaknesses across seven key capacity areas. Armed with targeted insights, ATD coaches provide coordinated, personalized advice to help college leaders generate strategies and develop implementation plans specifically focused on improving student outcomes.

Peer-to-peer Learning Opportunities and Other ATD Network Benefits

› Unlimited access to the Institutional Capacity Assessment Tool (ICAT)
› Custom National Student Clearinghouse Student Success Reports
› In-Network pricing for all ATD programs and services
› Two full-paid registrations to ATD’s premier four-day national convening, DREAM
› One hour of coach time at DREAM
› Engagement with coaches, peers, ATD staff, and content on ATD’s exclusive online community portal
› Networking opportunities with thousands of peers, higher education policy makers, and industry leaders
› Eligibility for innovation grants
› Access to the full library of Network resources, content, reports, research, and services
› Unlimited and free access to all ATD webinars, publications and toolkits
› Opportunity to gain recognition through the national Leah Meyer Austin Award and other awards
› Opportunity to certify or recertify for Leader College of Distinction and Leader College distinction status after third year in the Network.

Scan this code to find out more about how Achieving the Dream's National Network can benefit you.

Join us today! Find out more about how your college can benefit from being part of the growing Achieving the Dream National Network.

Visit https://www.achievingthedream.org/why-join-atd or contact us today at Network@achievingthedream.org for a free consultation to get started.

Since 2004, Achieving the Dream has helped hundreds of colleges and millions of students achieve their goals of success. Informed by research and more than 15 years of practice with institutions of varying demographics, sizes, and contexts, ATD has helped colleges:

• Enable institution-wide systems and culture change
• Envision the ideal student experience
• Prioritize the barriers to student success
• Share evidence-based strategies for change
• Anticipate necessary changes in college structures and processes
• Plan how to engage stakeholders in making the case for change
• Beta-test strategies for improvement
• Track implementation progress and impact of change initiatives